
Spring 
Tricks
Little more than a container
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A little about me
⊷ Javid Asgarov 

⊶ asgarov1@gmail.com
⊶ https://www.linkedin.com/in/asgarovjavid/

⊷ Java developer @Atos
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What is on the menu
1. AOP with annotations

2. Spring Events
3. Implementing our custom AOP via 

BeanPostProcessors
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Taking the cross cutting 
concerns out
with Spring AOP

A method 
should only do 

one thing!
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Overview of what is going to happen next

1. Choose a joinpoint
2. Define a pointcut to be applied 

to that joinpoint
3. Define our advice

Joinpoint is a method we want to target

Pointcut is a 
predicate to 

match a 
joinpoints

Advice is the actual code we want to be 
executed
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Add the Spring AOP dependency
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Create a marker Annotation
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Define your Aspect class
Aspect is the class 
where we define out 
pointcuts and advices

@Before 
@After
@AfterReturning 
@AfterThowing
@Around

Advices in Spring:
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Create a service to use it
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Enjoy your easy to log methods



Spring AOP works via proxies
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Caller

Proxy bean

Target

Proxies are created via interfaces or subclassing.
This has 2 consequences:

1. AOP won’t work with final classes or methods
2. In-class invocations won’t work 

Important to know:
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Spring Events
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Overview

1. Create an event class
2. Define an event publisher
3. Define (possibly many) event 

listeners
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We redefine Loggable to include value
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Create a new Aspect this time binding 
the annotation as a parameter
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Create an example Event 
for receiving payment
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Define an event publisher for it
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Last but not least an event listener:
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Run the code



Event publishing is by default 
synchronous so you don’t 
have to worry about 
inconsistent states
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Advantages: loose coupling
Disadvantages: potential code bloating
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PostProcessors
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Spring Bean Lifecycle

2. Bean definitions 
are loaded

1. Container has 
started

3.BeanFactoryPostProcessor 
processes bean definitions

e.g. PropertySourcesPlaceholderConfiguration

4.Instantiation 5.Populating 
Properties

11.Post-Initialization 
PostProcessor

9.Pre-Initialization 
PostProcessor

10. Initializers 
(@PostConstruct, 
etc..)

12. Bean is ready 
for use!

13.Destroy methods are 
called (@PreDestroy) 14. RIP Bean

6. BeanNameAware’s 
setBeanName()

7.BeanFactoryAware’s
setBeanFactory()

8.ApplciationContextAware’s
setApplicationContext()
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Lets implement our own AOP via 
BeanPostProcessors

create new annotation:
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Create some simple class
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Define BeanPostProcessor
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Run it:



Thanks for 
listening!

code available at:
github.com/asgarov1/springTricks
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slides available at:
bit.ly/3hce34E


